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The purpose of this study is to find out what is being done in 

eler.1entary school physical education in public schools of Kentucky. 

An attempt was made to determine the instructional areas that lack 

unity and organization and to gather data that will allow a comparison 

of programs in different school districts. 

A questionnaire was used to survey physical education teachers 

in 200 school districts of the state. The questionnaire was unique 

because it was originally planned by a group of Kentucky physical 

education teachers. It was never field tested before this research, 

however. 

nata conpiled indicates that physical education is being offered 

in all school districts reporting and that the state requirenent of 120 

:-iinutes per week is met. The survey, also, showed that the State 

Department's sugreste<l program for physical education classes is 

followed to be~ r a ther satisfactory degree. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The need for better development and coordination of the total 

elementary physical education program in the public schools of Kentucky 

has been a major concern of the writer for some time. Through profes

sional meetings and various other communications with fellow teachers 

it seems that physical education teachers follow no specific program 

of instruction. 

It is believed that elementary school physical education 

programs lack unity and need to be evaluated. Therefore, research has 

been done to try to determine what is actually being done in the field 

of elementary physical education and to find out what problems 

currently exist. 

I. THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to find out what is being done in _ _ 

elementary physical education in the public schools of Kentucky. An 

attempt was made to determine the instructional areas that lack unity 

and organization and to gather data that will allow a comparison of 

programs in different school districts. 

More specifically, an attempt was made to obtain data that would 

help answer these questions: 

1. Was the personnel responsible for the physical education 

program a specialist or classroom teacher? 
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2. What are the program organizations and procedures followed 

throughout the state? 

3. What facilities, equipment, and supplies are available? 

4. What is the philosophy of the school system regarding 

physical education? 

S. Of what does the physical education program consist? 

6. Is there any public relations program in connectim with 

the physical educatim program? 

7. What are the feelings of the physical education teachers 

regarding their instructional program? 

Hypothesis 

It was hypothesized that elementary school physical education 

programs across the State of Kentucky lack unity and that data is not 

available that would show what instruction is taking place. 

In this study answers to the following questions will be sought: 

1. To what extent is elementary school physical education being 

offered in the State of Kentucky? 

2. Is the state requirement of minimum of 120 minutes per 

week being met? 

3. What is being taught in elementary school physical education 

classes? 

4. How do the physical education teachers rank the physical 

education program? 



Importance of the Study 

The elementary school physical education program in the State 

of Kentucky needs better coordination, more data concerning what is 

being done and a general "uplifting." 

Calling attention to areas where improvement is needed could 

cause the State Department to place more emphasis on the program. It 
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was the intent of the writer to supply to the State Department of Education 

with the findings of this research and to relate the thinking of those 

returning the questionnaire. It is hoped this sharing of infonnation 

will make this research valuable and worthwhile. 

II. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The following limitations are applied to this study: 

1. The survey could have been answered more carefully by the 

teachers. 

2. There were no interviews with those returning the survey 

form. 

3. Number of returned forms should have been greater to insure 

accuracy of totals. 

4. Time allowed for evaluation was too short. 

III. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 

Physical Education 

The phase of education concerned with the teaching of skills, 

knowledge, and attitudes in activities concerned primarily with body 

movements. 



Elementary Physical Education 

Phys i ca l educat i on that is taught through first six grades. 

School District 

A school system which is a body that functions within certain 

political and educational limits. 

System 

Same as school district. 

IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

Chapter II -. is concerned with the review of the related liter

ature in the s t udy area. 

Chapter III is concerned with the methods and procedures used 

in collecti ng the research data. The questionnaire is explained and its 

development is discussed. Also, the sources of error and the time 

schedule a r e presented. 

Chapter IV includes the presentation of data collected and 

each question used in the questionnaire is presented. 

Chapter V gives a comparison of a model program versus the 

tota l replies of the questionnaire. This was done by selecting an 

ave rage questionnaire to compare with the suggested program of the 

St ate Department. 

Chap t er VI includes the sumnary and conclusions derived from 

the ques tionnai re. 

4 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

In reviewing literatrue that would be helpful in completing this 

s tudy, it was decided that attention would be given to current curriculum 

content at the elementary school level, the personnel who conduct physical 

education classes and other surveys that have been done of state elemen

tary physical educa tion programs. 

The scope of activities that Carl E. Willgoose (1969) suggests 

for satisfyinR growth demands of elementary school age children represents 

the thinking of many physical educators today. His list of activities 

i ncludes mimetics, movement exploration, rhythms and dances, games, self

testing activities, apparatus activity, physical conditioning, swimming 

and intramurals. He cites the foundations of American education and pro

per i mplementation of today's curriculum as basic considerations in his 

suggested physical education program. 

The philosophy expressed in the Indiana Physical Education Bul

l etin (1960) is that physical education should provide experiences which 

f it hannoniously into the elementary school curriculum and should support 

t he ki nd of living fo stered by t hat school philosophy, 

The question of who is to teach elementary physical education 

of t en arises. Studies s uch as that of ,lorkman (196 8) indicate that greater 

Lenefits a r e rece ived when a physical education specialist instructs. Lar

son and Il i l l (195 7) fe el that the physical educat i on teacher should be spec

ifically trained fo r t he job just as are teachers for other speci f ic areas. 

Mis s issippi ' s physical educati on bulle t i n (1956) indicated tha t 



the majority of phys ical education classes in that state are t aught by 

classroom t eachers. Rationale for classroom teacher use was not ex

plained. 

6 

Koss•s (1965) criteria for evaluating the elementary physical 

education program of New Jersey was helpful. The program was evaluated 

in the areas of philosophy, personnel, curriculum, time, space, equipment 

and facilities. The school districts of New Jersey were surveyed and 

findings reported. Results indicate that approximately one third of 

the school districts have no physical education personnel. It was, also, 

reported that attempts to interpret the physical education program 

through good public relations are made in over 60 percent of the school 

districts. It was of special interest ~o the writer that general 

confusion exists in regard to the New Jersey Curriculum Q.iide for Physical 

Education. Like feelings of confusion about the Kentucky Curriculum 

Guide for Physical Education are partially responsible for this research 

paper. 



CHAPTER III 

~ET. II.ODS AND PROCEDURES 

I. THE DESIGN 

This study was an edndeavor to find out what is being done in 

ele:nentary physical education throughout the State of Kentucky and to 

determine oroblems that exist, such as unity and organization of the 

program. It was decided that a questionnaire would be an effective 

instrument to use to meet the goals of this research project. 

Procedures for Data Collection 

A. Contact1ng the Department of Education to find what 

information is available. 

B. Securin~ the names and addresses of the 200 school systems. 

C. Writing to the school systems and having them to send names 

and addresses of teachers teaching elementary physical education in 

their system. 

D. Sending an explanation of the problems and questionnaire to 

physical education teachers and asking them to return it immediately. 

E. Computing data from questionnaires returned. 

The nuestionnaire Development 

The staff in the office of the consultant for Health, Physical 

Ed ucation and Recreation, and teachers across the state, have become 

concerned with elementary physical education over the past few years and 

this helped to initiate a guide that was developed this past year. 



The staff selected a cross section of teachers to compile a 

questionnaire. This questionnaire was placed in the back of the guide 

so t ha t teachers could evaluate themselves. This writer, feeling that 

few teachers had used this instrl.llllent on an individual basis, felt en

couraged to use it in h~ research. 
' 
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In discussion with State Department of Education officials, it 

was learned that the data from the questionnaire had not been gathered 

and that a deficiency in department staff size would prevent a compil

ation of data. It was agreed that this writer might use the instrlmlent 

presented in the guide and share the compiled data with the State De

partment for their use in the study of the elementary physical education 

program. 

The questionnaire was printed by a local printer on two sheets, 

put into envelopes, which included self-addressed, stamped envelopes and 

letters of explanation. A copy will be found in Chapter IV. 

A listing from the State Department of Education of school dis

tri.cts and a listing pliysical education teachers from the Divi!'lion of 

l:lernen tary ancl Secondary Education was secured for our mailing list. 

There were many teachers that had changed jobs and this called for re-

mailing nnd extra work. 

There were 374 questionnaires mailed to the 200 school districts 

with 140 systeras returning the questionnaire, which gives 70% of returnee! 

questionnaires, 

i Was divided into six headings. They were (1) The questionna re 

personnel, (2) philosophy , (3) pros ran organization procedures, (4) 

d 1 . (5) pro:>"ram, and (6) public facili t ies, equipment , an supp ies, 



relations . Each heading or section had several questions and a block 

for checking an answer that would be appropriate for the question. 

The answers could be ranked from zero through four. The 

explanation of column headings is as follows: 

0 - Non-compliance: provisions missing or not functioning 

1 - Limited compliance 

2 - Partial compliance, adequacy of provisions questionable 

3 - Adequate compliance 

4 - Full compliance 

The rating of zero or one would be unsatisfactory; a two 

represents the borderline between unsatisfactory and satisfactory; a 

three or four represents a satisfactory score. The scale should be 

applied to the standard \lllder question and the estimate of degree of 

compliance indicated by placing a check in the appropriate colmn. 
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Each heading was given a possible score and then a final score. 

All scores have been tabulated by sections, all questionnaires were 

broken down so that we have each score listed, the average score was 

found, a total for all questionnaires turned in and these tabulations 

will be found in Chapter IV. 

Sources of Error 

Misunderstandings of some of the questions is possible. 

However the writer believes from the replies and remarks the questions 
' 

were well understood. Some of the returns showed such high ratings that 

d if teachers like to make their situation look somewhat one won ers some 

better than it actually is. 



The score for the answers would give us more positive than 

negative answers and it offered many borderline answers. 

Time Schedule 

A. Discussion and correspondence with State Department and 

school systems for addresses completed by November 1, 1970. 

B. Questionnaire mailed by November 5, 1970. 

C. /my interviews to be held prior to December 1, 1_970. 

D. Results compiled from data from December 1, 1970 to 

January 1, 1971. 

E. Preparation of materials, the rough draft of paper for 

advisor to review by January 30, 1971. 

F. Final check, last typing procedure February 28, 1971. 

G. Presentation of paper by August 13, 1971. 

Data Analysis 

The procedures for analysis will be simple deductions made by 

the answers given on the questionnaire. 

10 



CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH DATA 

This study was an endeavor to deten11ine if there was any unity 

in programs and actually what was being done in elementary physical 

education in Kentucky. This study has provided a survey that allowed 

the teacher to evaluate their programs and give us figures for analysis 

of what is being done. Also, it enabled the writer to run some com

parison between the desirable programs and what is actually being done. 

The hypothesis stated that the writer would try to answer the 

following questions: 

1. To what extent is elementary physical education being 

offered in the State of Kentucky? The writer felt only a poor program 

was being offered. 

2. Is the state requirement of a minimum of 120 minutes per 

week being met? The writer felt not. 

3. What is being taught in elementary school physical education 

classes? The writer felt only a limited program was being offered. 

4. How do the physical education teachers rank the physical 

education program? The writer felt that limited programs and lack of 

unity and coordination would be found. 

Analysis of Questionnaire 

A total of 140 questionnaires were returned. The writer will 

• t'ons for analysis and then analyze the 
break the questionnaire into sec 1 

questionnaire as a whole. 
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Personnel Resul ts 

This section included eight questions, the questions and replies 

are as follows: 

1. Is the person responsible for teaching physical education 

specifically trained in this area? 

Two answered non-compliance 
One answered limited compliance 
One answered partial coq,liance 
Thirteen answered adequate compliance 
One hundred twenty-eight answered full compliance 

· Therefore, it seems that most elementary programs do have 

specifically trained physical education teachers and the other few have 

some training in the area. 

The remarks referred to in this question would give the impres

sion that several of the teachers do not hold elementary certificates. 

2. Do the classroom teachers and the specialist work 

cooperatively in planning the physical education program? 

Twenty-four answered non~compliance 
Thirty-eight answered limited compliance 
Twenty-four answered partial compliance 
Thirty-five answered adequate compliance 
Twenty-three answered full coq,liance 

The remarks referred to the needs of having time allotted for 

this purpose, so in observation of the writer, it is felt that there is 

a lack of cooperation in planning between the specialist and the 

classroom teacher. nits may not be the fault of either, but due to the 

limit of time for such planning. 

3. Are there any provisions for in-service education? 

Thirty-one answered non-compliance 
Nineteen answered limited compliance 
Twenty-seven answered partial compliance 



Thirty-two answe red adequate compliance 
Thirty-six answered full compliance 

The remarks presented a desire for more time to be allotted 

for i n-service in physical education. The answers seemed to indicate 

that there is sometime 8ivcn and in summary indicated that time is 

not used as it should he. 

4. Have all teachers had instruction in safety and first aid? 

Twenty-one answered non- compliance 
Seventeen answered limited compliance 
Twenty answered partial compliance 
Twenty-six answered adequate conpliance 
Sixty-one answered full compliance 

13 

The assumption from the remarks indicate that except for a few, 

teache rs have had instruction in safety and first aid. It is an ac

cepted policy that teachers of physical education would have such 

trainir.g . 

f. __ i gures 

5. Are teachers inforned with respect to le3al liability? 

Ei gh teen answered non-compliance 
Se~en answered limited compliance 
Thirty-five answered adequate compliance 
Seventy answered full compliance 

The remar](s seem to s ay teachers were not informed, but the 

s ay they arA. 

6 . Does the p~incipal make provisions for the teacher to ob-

school physical education programs? s erve other elementary . 

Forty-nine answered non-co!'!'lpliance 
Twent y- one answereo lir.iitP.cl compli ance 
Seventeen answer.P.d partial cmnplian~e 
Twenty-nine answered adequate coMplJ.ance 

i ht answered full compliance Twenty-e g < -

have practically nothd.ng and the other half 
The reMarks say that half 

have f rom partial to full comp liance. 
It is the writer's feeling th~t 
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principal ■ do not make the 1cbool calendar u.d therefore, that quHtlon 

is not valid. 

7 • Are professional elementary physical education resource 

materials available for use in all activities for program planning? 

Seventeen answered non-c9~liance 
Twenty-one answered limited compliance 
Twenty-seven answered partial compliance 
Forty answered adequate co~l lance 
Thirty-nine answered full compliance 

There seems to be materials available to the •Jority; however, 

they would like more materials. It is the feeling of the writer that 

there are materials available, but they may not be used. 

8. Do the specialists belong to professional organizations in 

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation? 

Thirty-seven answered non-compliance 
Fifteen answered limited compliance 
Fifteen answered partial co~liance 
Twenty-six answered adequate co111>liance 
Fifty-one answered full compliance 

It seems that a large percentage has some type of affiliation 

with a professional organization. Those that did not belong stated that 

lack of information and lack of funds were factors in their failure to 

belong to professional organizations. 

Philosophy Results 

This section has.eleven questions. The questions and their 

replies are as follows: 

Is there 8 written statement of the physical education 

philosophy of the school? 

Forty-nine answered non-compliance 



Five answered limited compliance 
Thirteen answered partial compliance 
Twenty-two answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-two answered full compliance 
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The I'emarks show that this area is an area of concern and the 

remarks indicate that those that do not have a written philosophy are 

working on it. 

2. Are administrative policies relating to the physical 

education program planned, wri~ten, and made available to all school 

personnel? 

Forty answered non-compliance 
Eleven answered limited compliance 
Twenty-two answered partial compliance 
Twenty-one answered adequate compliance 
Sixty answered full compliance 

These replies support the answers to the first question and the 

remarks indicate that there is some work being done. 

3. Do physical education teachers adapt methods of instruction 

to different teaching situations? 

Four answered non-compliance 
None answered limited compliance 
Ten answered partial coq,liance 
Forty-three answered adequate compliance 
Eighty-seven answered full compliance 

These answers show a positive indication that physical education 

teachers do adapt to different teaching situations. 

4. rs each student evaluation made in terms of his progress and 

achievement? 

Nineteen answered non-compliance 
Four answered limited compliance 
Seventeen answered partial c~liance 
Forty answered adequate compliance 
Sixty-four answered full compliance 



The t endency i s to evaluate the s t udent , hut due to s tudent load 

on the teacher there are some handicaps; otherwise , there is a movement 

to evaluate the student. 

5. Does the school attempt to provide a varied program of phy-

s i ca l education regardless of whatever sub-standard conditions might exist? 

Six answered non-compliance 
Two answered lil:lited compliance 
Nine ansuered partial compliance 
Thirty-eight answered adequate compliance 
Eighty-eight answered full compliance 

The majority of answers show that a varied program is being 

offere d to the students. 

6. Is the program designed to meet the needs of youth by 

prov id ing opportunity f or vigorous muscular activities? 

Six answered non-compliance 
Six answered limited compliance 
Ei ght answered partial compliance 
Thi r t y answered adequate compliance 
:a nety answered full compliance 
One did not answer 

From the rep l ies, the program offered across the state indicates 

t hat vi gorous muscular activities are being offered. 

7. Is there an intramural program planned to provide opportun-

ities for all to participate? 

Sixty-three answered non-compliance 
Seventeen answered limited compliance 
Seventeen answered partial compliance 
Twenty-three answered adequate cOl!lpliance 
Thirty answered full compliance 

The rema r ks support the answer. 
Lower elementary school l evels 

d because childr en r ide buses 
(1- 3) do not have adequa te faci l ities an 

there is a lack of in t ramu r a l progr a.P1s. 
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Is the welfare of the parti cipant at all t imes an essential 

concern of the pro~ram? 

Th ree answered non-compliance 
None answered limited compliance 
Eigh t answered partial corapliance 
Twenty-three answered adequate compliance 
One hundred twelve answered full compliance 

Concern for t he pa rticipant should be the rnain concern of any 

pror, ram an<l the replies show that it is the concern of our elementary 

physical education programs in Kentucky. How three even answered non

comp liance is unexplainable. 

9. Is there a planned public relations program for interpreting 

the physical education program to the community? 

Thirty-seven answered non-compliance 
Twenty-four answered li~ited compliance 
Thirty-five answered partial compliance 
Eighteen answered adequate compliance 
Thirty answered full compliance 

These answers are one of the reasons why physical education 

pro r, rams are not funded , given more consideration in scheduling, and 

pr ovided wi th proper equipMent. If the teachers were given time to 

develop public relations, the program would grow. Public relations is 

a must f or physical educators. 

10. Is a concentrated effort made to use all available school 

and community r esour ces? 

Seven answered non-compliance 
Twenty answered l i mited compliance 
Thirty-one answered partial compliance 
For ty answered adequate adequate compliance 
Forty-six answered full compliance 

It s eems t hat a good job is being done as far as usage of school 
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and Conm.Jnity resources. 'nlose that answered negatively were not familiar 

with the cormunity and were not planning to stay in that particular school 

district. 

11. Is there continuous evaluation of the program aimed at 

i!ll)rovement in terms of accomplishing school objectives? 

Thirteen answered non-compliance 
Fourteen answered limited compliance 
Twenty-three answered partial compliance 
Thirty answered adequate coq,liance 
Sixty.four answered full coq,liance 

Answers indicated there is an evaluation being attempted in the 

systems. Some remarks gave support to their excellent county wide programs, 

in-service training, and cooperation. 

Program Organization and Procedures 

This section has thirteen questions and their replies are as 

follows: 

1. Is a thirty minute (minimm) physical education period provided 

daily for all children? 

'nlirty answered non-coq,liance 
Twenty-two answered limited compliance 
Twenty-three answered partial compliance 
Twenty-one answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-one answered full compliance 

As the replies indicate, this is varied according to location and 

system. There were several remarks concerning the question. t,t,st were 

explaining their time allotments. 

2. Are minimm and maxin11m teaching loads for the physical 

thos e for the classroom teacher? education teacher the same as 

Twenty-nine answered non-compliance 



Twenty answered limited compliance 
Sixteen answered partial compliance 
Twenty-eight answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-one answered full compliance 
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'lbe replies were somewhat surprising, but as the replies indicate 

there is no accepted practice. Many remarks . came from tmt1e that were 

overloaded and had no free periods, except for a lunch period. 

3. Is a physical education specialist available? 

'lbirty-five answered non-compliance 
One answered limited compliance 
Four answered partial compl lance 
Nine answered adequate compliance 
Ninety-four answered full COff1>liance 

The answers show that there is a amall percentage that do not 

have a specialist, but in aost cases there is a specialist. 'l'his would 

lead the writer to believe that there is a movement to have a specialist 

at the elementary level. 

a. Is there a physical education .specialist available? If 
there is: Does he coordinate the physical education 
program? 

Thirty-five answered non-compliance 
Four answered limited compliance 
Nine answered partial compliance 
Seventeen answered adequate compliance 
Seventy-nine answered full compliance 

The answers continue to follow the pattern that usually there is 

compliance or there is not. Also, it shows there are specialists 

available and being put into elementary physical education. 

b. Is time allotted for planning with the classroom teacher? 

Seventy answered non-compliance 
Fourteen answered limited compliance 
Fifteen anRered partial compliance 
Twenty-two answered adequate COfl1'11ance 
Twenty-three answered full compliance 



The 1ndi cation given by the answers show there is a lack of 

time all owed for planning with the classroom teacher. Some of the 

remarks i ndicated th t th h a e P ysical education teacher did not have any 

planning time. 

4. Are pupils given the opportunity to help choose, evaluate, 

and plan their activities? 

Thirteen answered non-compliance 
Seventeen answered limited compliance 
Thirty answered partial compliance 
Forty-three answered adequate compliance 
Forty-one answered full compliance 

The remark of "why" made by one teacher would cause one to 

wonder how the answers to this question turned out as positively as 
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they did. The replies indicate there is an attempt to have the children 

involved in the planning. Of course, we must remember that this question 

woulJ be more suitable for the upper grades, but it does belong in the 

elementary program. 

5. Is opportunity provided for each child to achieve some 

measure of success during each physical education period? 

Three answered non-compliance 
Two answered limited compliance 
Fourteen answered partial compliance 
Fifty-three answered adequate compliance 
Seventy-two answered full compliaace 

It was surprising to find the three answers that said they did 

h hild to achieve some measure of success. 
not provide opportunity for eac c 

t he most undesirable teaching situations 
The answers show that even in 

id d at least to some small degree. 
this opportunity was prov e 

6. dl.·sciplinary mea1ures to action other than 
Do teachers limit 



restriction from physical education activities? 

Eitiht answer ed non-compliance 
Ei 3ht answered limited compliance 
Twenty-four answered partial compliance 
Thirty-five answered adequate compliance 
Sixty-nine answered full compliance 
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This shows that there has to be disciplinary action in physical 

educat i on classes as well as other areas. Today's child has to be 

challenged and perhaps if some of our traditional methods were to be 

changed disciplinary action would not be necessary to the degree that it 

is today. 

7. Is a medical excuse required for children who cannot 

participate regularly in the daily physical education program? 

Eight answered non-compliance 
Four answered limited compliance 
Eight answered partial compliance 
Seventeen answered adequate compliance 
One hundred seven answered full compliance 

Most children are required to bring a medical excuse. However, 

some indicated that they accepted notes from parents. 

a. Are provisions made for children who are temporarily or 

permanently restricted from participating in the regular program of 

physical education? 

Twenty-nine answered non-compliance 
Sixteen answered limited compliance 
Twenty-five answered partial compliance 
Thirty-two answered adequate compliance 
Forty- two answered full compliance 

indicate that t here is no particular procedure 
These answers 

f ollowed in this problem. 
I t is usually left up to the individual 

t eacher to wor k out. 



9. 

physician? 

!ias the child, s adapte·1 program 
u been approved by hiR 

Forty-six answered non-compliance 
Uine answered limited compliance 
Twenty-seven answered partial compliance 
Twenty-four answered adequate compliance 
Thirty-seven answered full compliance 
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The rate of those answering in the negative, plus eleven giving 

no answer, and the remarks give notice that perhaps the importance of 

this area is not taken seriously enough. Some remarks were, "Are you 

kidding"?, "Not necessary in this case.", and "Note from parents." 

10. Are activities constantly supervised to avoid possible 

accidents from unnecessary roughness and other hazards? 

Two answered non-compliance 
There was no answer for the limited and partial compliance 
Eighteen answered adequate compliance 
One hundred twenty-four answered full compliance 

The positive answers on this question are encouraging. Only 

two answered negatively and how this is possible is beyond the writer's 

imagination. There can be no excuse for negligence. 

11. Are there separate areas on the playground where various 

groups of children may play in safety, without interference from other 

groups of children? 

Eight answered non-cor.tpliance 
Nine answered limited compliance 
Seventeen answered partial compliance 
Thirty-three answered adequate compliance 
Seventy-seven answered full compliance 

The replies to this question were much better than anticipated. 

also gave remarks indicating that the play
Those that answered no, 

groun<l was not large enough. 



12 . In case of injury, ls first aid readily available and 

promptly given by a qualified person? 

Four answered non-compliance 
Six answered limited compliance 
Fourteen answered partial coyq,liance 
Thirty-six answered adequate C011')liance 
Eighty-four answered full COtq>liance 
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'nlese answers are encouraging and show that physical education 

teachers are being prepared for their work. 

13. Are accurate records kept and data from accident reports used 

in planning the physical education program? 

Twenty-eight answered non-C011')liance 
Seventeen answered limited compliance 
Twenty-five answered partial compliance 
'nlirty-one answered adequate compliance 
Forty-three answered full compl lance 

'nle range of answers received show that better records need to 

be kept and that records are needed. 'l'be problem may result from 

overloading of classes so that the teacher has no period for planning 

or record keeping. The importance of theH records cannot be over 

emphasized. 

Facilities, Equipment, and Suppliu 

This section bas fifteen questions and the replie1 are•• 

follows: 

1. rs the auditorium, cafeteria, or any large vacant room 

available, when needed, for activities suitable to its use? 

Nine answered non-compliance 
Six answered limited compliance 
Twelve answered partial compliance 
Sixteen answered adequate compliance 
One hundred-one answered full compliance 
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Thi s shows that except for very few systems facilities are 

provided for physical education. There is no way to know how adequate 

or inadequate these facilities may be. 

2. Can the classroom be used on rainy days or at other times 

when the need arises? 

Nine answered non-compliance 
Five answered limited coq,liance 
Ten answered partial compliance 
Twenty answered adequate compliance 
One hundred answered full compliance 

The writer frowns ..on ·using the classroom, but realizes in some 

cases it may be necessary to use the clasaroom. The answers show that 

classmoms can be used which in itself ia somewhat of a surprise. Many 

classroom teachers do not like for ~ rooms to be rearranged. 'l'hese 

answers show cooperation between the specialist and classroom teacher. 

3. Is the play area separated from that of the intermediate 

chlldren? 

Twenty answered non-compliance 
Four answered limited compliance 
Twenty-four answered partial compliance 
Twenty-five answered adequate compliance 
Sixty-three answered full compliance 

It is evident that there are many different situations. However, 

there are not as many problems as one would think• 

4. Is play apparatus definitely separated from other established 

pl ay area? 

Seventeen answered non-compliance 
Seven answered limited compliance 
Sixteen answered partial compliance 
Twenty-five answer ed adequate compliance 
Seventy-nine answered full compliance 
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The answers given show that except for a few, there waa some 

cons ideration given to safety and layout of the play area. 

5. Do the teachers plan for effective use of available 

facilities? 

Fourteen answered non-compliance 
Eleven answered limited compliance 
Twenty-nine answered partial compliance 
Thirty-nine answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-one annered full compliance 

The assorted answers give us some insight as to the planning and 

time that the teacher is willing to put into their jobs. The answers seem 

to indicate that perhaps a better job is being done in this area than one 

would realize. 

6. Are the play areas so designed that a teacher can supervise 

more than one group at a time? 

Fourteen answered non-coq,liance 
Ten answered limited compliance 
Twenty-four anawered partial compliance 
Forty-one answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-five answered full compliance 

It is surprising to find that over half indicated that they would 

be able to supervise more than one area. Some remarks indicated it was 

done, but the job was difficult. 

1. Are all facilities maintained properly by a designated person 

other than the teacher or a child? 

'l\renty-six answered non-compliance 
Eight answered limited C0111>liance 
twenty-six answered partial compliance 
twenty-eight answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-six answered full compliance 

It would seem that a janitor would be designated to do this, and 

we real ize that all teachers should help keep the grounds frwe of debris 



but the responsibility should rest with the janitor. 

8. Are adequate f acilities provirled for storage of equipment 

for daily use and for off season storage? 

~oulrteen answered non-compliance 
we ve answered li i d Nin t m te compliance 

e een answered i Th ' t part al compliance 
· ir y-two answered d Sixty-se a equate compliance 

ven answered full compliancP. 

These answers show that most do have some type of storage. 

9. Wherever traffic or other hazards exist adjacent to the 
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playground, is the playground protected by a fence at least five feet 

high? 

Sixty-six answered non-compliance 
Twelve answered limited compliance 
Nine answered partial compliance 
Nine answered adequate compliance 
Forty-nine answered full compliance 

The answers show that safety rules are not being practiced. 

Children should be protected from these hazards. 

10. Is effective use made of available coTllI'lunity facilities in 

addition to school facilities? 

Thirty-nine answered non-compliance 
Twenty answered limited compliance 
Twenty-seven answered partial compliance 
Twenty-eight answered adequate compliance 
Thirty answered full compliance 

The next question should be why? The answers show that only 

partial usage is being made of community facilities. On the other hand 

we ~ust realize that in sane areas (especially the rural area) the school 

facilities are the only facilities that are in the community. 

11. Are there sufficient funds set aside in the regular school 

budget for equipment and supplies? 



Twenty-nine answered non~ 11 Tw - ... omp ance 
enty-f1ve answered limited compliance 

Twenty.four answered partial compliance 
Twenty-nine answered adequate compliance 
Thirty-seven answered full compliance 

Each sySt em has its own procedure for this. 

do not provide for adequate equipment and supplies. 
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Too many ayatems 

12• Are faculty members involved in planning the purchase, use, 

and repair of physical education equipment and supplies? 

Forty-one answered non-compliance 
Twenty-five answered limited compliance 
Twenty-three answered partial co~liance 
Nineteen answered adequate compliance 
Thirty-six answered full compliance 

This would be extremely hard to do, unless it was done 1n the 

individual school and the trend today is buying by bid. The answers 

show that many do not and even more have only partially attempted to do so. 

13. If the Parent --Teacher Auociation or any other organization has 

available funds for school use, does the physical education department 

share in the allocation of the funds? 

Thirty-five answered non-compliance 
Twenty-one answered limited compliance 
Twenty-one answered partial coq,liance 
Eighteen answered adequate compliance 
Forty-nine answered full compliance 

The remarks supported the answers. The answers show that this 

depends upon the attitude of the teacher and whether or not they try to 

help secure funds for the department. 

14. Are the equipment and supplies purchased in accordance with 

inventory and anticipated needs? 

Eighteen answered non-compliance 
Eleven answered limited compliance 
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;:ent y-seven answered partial compliance 
enty-four answered adequate compliance 

Sixty.four anawered full C0111pliance 

The answers seera to indicate that a good job ls being done in 

this area. 

15. Are bulletin boards, charts, pictures, and other visual 

aids used as part of the program? 

Nineteen answered non-compliance 
Nineteen anawered limited compliance 
Thirty-nine answered partial compliance 
Twenty-six an1wered adequate compliance 
Forty-two anawend full compliance 

'nle replies indicate that these aids are being used and perhaps 

those that do not use them do not realize the need to do so. 

Program 

This section includes eighteen questions and their replies are 

as follows: 

1. Does the course of study include written aims and objectives 

designed to contribute to the education of all children? 

Sixteen answered non-compliance 
Seven answered limited compliance 
Twenty-seven answered partial compliance 
Thirty-seven answered adequate compliance 
Twenty-four answered full compliance 

Many of the reaarks indicated that there are several that are 

working on a course of study. The replies show that there is some type 

of study in practically all systems. 

2. Is the outline of the total physical education program on 

file in the administrative and supervisory offices of the county or 

independent dist r i ct ? 
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Thirty-one answered non-compliance 
Eight answered limited coq,liance 
Fourteen answered partial compliance 
Thirty-five answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-six answered full compliance 

The replies show that most specialists do comply with state 

education guidelines. Perhaps those that do not comply are not full time 

physical education specialists. 

3. Is the course of study evaluattd periodically and revised 

accordingly? 

Twenty-one answered non-compliance 
Ten answered limited compliance 
Twenty-one answered partial compliance 
Forty answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-two auwered full compliance 

This reply and the reply of the preceding queat1 ona show that a 

majority of the specialists do try to naluate the program. 

4. Does the program include activittu from the following areas? 

a. Directed play 

Fiire answered non-compliance 
Two answered limited compliance 
Three answered partial compliance 
Twenty-two answered adequate compliance 
One hundred ,.twelve an.,.red full compliance 

b. Small group games 

Three answered non-compliel.lce 
Four answered 1 imi ted compl' lance 
Five answered partial compliance 
Twenty-one answered adequate compliance 
One hundred - twelve answered full compliance 

c. Large group games 

One answered non-compliance 
None answered l imj.ted compl lance 
Four answered partial compliance 
Fifteen answered adequate compliance 
One hundred twenty-four answered full compliance 



cl . TeaM gan1e s 

One answered non-compliance 
None answered limited compliance 
Four answered partial compliance 
Twenty answered adequate compliance 
One hundred nineteen answered full compliance 

e. Body mechanics 

~ive answered non-compliance 
None answered limited compliance 
Six answered partial compliance 
Twenty-five answered adequate compliance 
One hundred nine answered full compliance 

f. Rhythmic activities 

Nine answered non-compliance 
Nine answered limited compliance 
Seventeen answered partial compliance 
T~enty-one answered adequate compliance 
Eighty-eight. answered full compliance 

g . Stunts and· ·tumbling 

Ten answered non-compliance 
Three answered limited compliance 
Six answered partial compliance 
Twenty-three answered adequate compliance 
One hundred two answered full comp Hance 

h. Apparatus activities 

Twenty-one answered non-compliance 
Twelve answered limited compliance 
Nineteen answered partial compliance 
Twentv answered adequate compliance 
Seventy-two answered full compliance 

i. Self -testins act i vities 

Hine answered non-compliance 
Twelve answered limited compliance 
Six teen answere<l partial compliance 
Twenty-three answered adequate compliance 
Li ghty-four answered full comp liance 
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j • I ndividual and dual ac ti vities 

Eleven answered non-compliance 
Nine answered limited compliance 
Fourteen answered partial compliance 
Twenty-six answered adequate compliance 
Eighty-four answered full compliance 

k. Classroom games 

Sixteen answered non-compliance 
iUne answered limited compliance 
EightP.en answered partial compliance 
Seventy-one answered full compliance 

1. Movement exploration 

Thirteen answered non-compliance 
Thirteen answered limited compliance 
Sixteen answered partial compliance 
Twenty-nine answered adequate compliance 
Seventy-three answered full compliance 

5. Do the activities in the program provide satisfying 

experiences for the children? 

One answered non-compliance 
Three answered limited compliance 
Ten answered partial compliance 
Forty-eight answered adequate compliance 
Ei ghty-four answered full compliance 
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It i s hard to imagine even one answer being non-compliance. The 

replies as a show indicate that the children are being provided s~tisfying 

experiences . 

6. Do these activities provide for an increased knowledge of the 

ski l ls i nvo lved? 

Two answered non-compliance 
One answered limited compliance 
Eight answered partial compliance 
For ty-six answered adequate compliance 
Eight y-s ix answered f ull compliance 

There was one that did not reply . The ot her r epl ies i ndi cate a 



positive reaction to the question. 

7. 

development? 

Does the program of activities provide for sequential 

Two answered non-compliance 
One answered limited compliance 
Sixteen answered partial compliance 
!ifty-four answered adequate compliance 

eventy-one answered full compliance 
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The answers continue to show that in most cases there is r.oncern 

and effort on developing good programs. 

Public Relations 

This section contains eight questions and the replies are as 

follows: 

1. Is the atmosphere in the class such that the teacher and 

students respect one another? 

One answered non-compliance 
Hone answered limited compliance 
Six answered partial compliance 
Forty-four answered adequate compliance 
Ninety-four answered full compliance 

The atmosphere is most essential so that a learning situation 

can be presented and the answers show that this is being done. 

2. Does the public relations program involve parents, teachers, 

and children? 

~Uneteen answered non-compliance 
Sixteen answered limited compliance 
Thirty-four answered partial compliance 
Forty-four answered adequate compliance 
Thirty-two answered full compliance 

The answers indicate a need for improvement in involvinB others in 

a public relations program. 
There are several systems that do not have any 
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type of public relations. 

public? 

3. ls a consistent ff e ort made to interpret the program to the 

Thirteen answered non-compliance 
Twenty-f~ur answered limited compliance 
Thirty-six answered partial compliance 
Forty-five answered adequate compliance 
Twenty-six answered full compliance 

It is evident from the answers that a great deal of work needs 

to be done in interpreting pr f h h u poses o t e p ysical education program to 

that of the public served. 

4. Does the teacher participate in community affaits? 

Nine answered non-compliance 
Fourteen answered limited compliance 
Twenty-seven answered partial compliance 
Forty-seven answered adequate compliance 
Forty-seven answered full compliance 

One remark was given that this had nothing to do with physical 

education programs. The majority of the replies disagree with this 

answer. The selling of any program cor,1es from personal contact. The 

writer is delighted that only a few replied in the negative. 

5. Is there willing cooperation with other faculty and school 

personnel? 

Three answered non-compliance 
Six answered limited compliance 
Sixteen answered partial compliance 
Forty answered adequate cOfllpliance 
Forty answered adequate compliance 
Si venty-nine answered full compliance 

The answerq show that, except for a very few, there is cooperation. 

1 
h hysical education facilities with the 

6. noes the schoo s are P 

community? 



Seventeen answered non co 11 
F rt • "1> ance 
ou een answered limited C0111pltance 

Seventeen answered partial compliance 
'nlirty-ntne answered adequate compliance 
Fifty-seven answered full C0111pliance 
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'nlis reply was a surprise. It is encouraging to find that there 

is cooperation and that the facilities are being used. 

7
• Does the C011111Jnlty share it• facilities with the school? 

Twenty-two answered non-eompliance 
Twenty answered limited eompllance 
Twenty-eight answered partial compliance 
Twenty-nine answered adequate ~llance 
Forty.five answered full Compliance 

Those giving negative answers indicated that then were not any 

CODlffllnity facilities available. 

8. Are there opportunities for parents, teachers, and children 

to participate together? 

Forty-five answered non-compliance 
Twenty-seven answered limltl!d compliance 
Twenty-five annered partial compliance 
Twenty-seven answered adequate coq,llance 
Twenty-two answered full compliance 

One remark was "Be serious." Allowing otbera to participate in 

elementary physical education ls hard, but with planning there are many 

areas in which it could be developed. 

Analysis of Questionnaire 

i as a Wbol e seems to have been answered with The questionna re 

honesty, concem, and effort. 

There may have been one or two questionnaires that were answered 

out of frustration or anger. It was obvious that one person did not have 

himself Otherwise, the question-the proper attitude toward their job or • 



naire replies were pleasant surpri ses. 

The section on personnel show that 
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in most areas of specialist 
does the teaching of physical education 

, planning is sporadic, and many 
physical education teachers d 0 not take advantage of membership in their 

pro fessional organizations. 

Philosophy is an area that needs work. Many do not have a 

written statement or written policies that relate to the physical ed-

ucation program. 

Program organization and procedures show that the organization 

of the programs need to have more teachers and students involved in the 

planning; however, other areas under this heading are in average to good 

condi tion. One might note that the question (9) about the physician 

approving the adapted program was negative. 

Facilities, equipment, and supplies would be ranked on the 

borderline between unsatisfactory and satisfactory. The writer would 

think from the answers that, except for a few cases, this area would tend 

to be more satisfactory than unsatisfactory. The answers indicate that 

facilities are not being used as much as possible and there would be 

supplies if the teacher would require them. 

The answers to the section on Program indicated that the physical 

includ1'ng the suggested activities and following education teachers are 

the accepted guideline for physical education prograJTts. 

Pub. lie ~ela tions that needs to be improved is the One area under r, 

f Part icipation that includes parents, teachers, area of opportunity or 

tile area could be ranked satisfactorily , 
and children. Otherwise, 
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To sumnarize the scores, they are•• · follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Personnel - Possible Score - 32 Average Score - 20.4 

Philosophy - Possible Score - 44 Average Score - 30.3 

Program Organization and Procedures - Possible Score - 68 

Average Score - 40.2 

4. Facilities, Equipment, and Supplies - Possible Score - 60 

Average Score - 38.7 

5. Program - Possible Score - 32 Average Score - 21.2 

All scores with a possible 300, had an average of 210. This shows 

that improvements need to be made. The weakest area was in facilities, 

equipment, and supplies. The best job was done in the area of public 

relations. 

The ranking of the survey sections according to the average score 

would be as follows: 

1. Public Relations 

2. Personnel 

3. Program Organization and Procedures 

4. Philosophy 

s. Program 

6. Facilities, F.quipment, and Supplies 
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equipment and aupphea f 

h Auociation or any other 
13. It the Parcnt-Teac e.~ ble fund• for ,cbool use, 

organization hu 1
1 v;1 :ation department 1bare in 

doe• the phyait'R e u 
the alloealion ol the fund■ ! 

d pile■ pureh11ed in IMI· 
' Are t ho equipment a~ '"~nd anticlp1ted need■ ! 

1 . eordance with inven ory 
eharll picturet, and other 

5 Are bulletin board,, t ol Ibo prOlf&m I 
1 . viaual aid• uldd u par 
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0 I I I • 

POlllble Score = 71 polata 
Aetul Seore = -- polata 

a-.- .. - • -"- PUBLIC RELATION& 

1. X. the atmo,pber, In tho •I- neb that tile 
tilaeller and 1tudent1 reapect one anotbert 

I. Doee tbe publle relation, proar1111 lavol•t parent,, 
teaehen, and ehildren t 

3. X. a conoi.tent effort made to interpret tho pro
l'l'lllll lo the public I 

4. Doea the tea~ber participate In eommunlt7 affalnl 

5. X. thoro wUU.. cooperation with other faeult7 
and oehool peraonn,11 

6. Do"' the achool 1h1re phyaie&l education faeWtle, 
with th,i communlt7! 

1. Do,. tho community ahare Ila faellitieo with tho 
achooll 

8. Are there opportunitiea for parent.a, teachen, and 
ebUdron lo pull cl pa le together I 

TOTALS 

• I I I • 

Poulble Seoro = 82 pointo 
Actual Score = __ pointa 

AREAS 
Part l PHILOSOPHY 

SUMMARY 

POBBIBLE 
SCORE 
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Part II. PROGRAM ORGANIZATION & 

PROCEDURES 60 
Part III. PERSONNEL 32 
Part IV. PROGRAM 72 
Part V. FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, I; 

SUPPLIES 60 
Part VI. PUBLIC RELATIONS 32 

TOTALS: 300 
NEBDBD DlPROVEMENTB: 

_,._. --

ACTUAL 
SCORE 
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PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AND PROOEDURE8 

I . I■ • thl rt7-minute (minimum ) ph71leal education 
Period provided dally fo r all ehlldronl 

2
· :bre. minimum nnd maximum teachlnr load, t or 

to: rh?~f:!,~:•:!::h!~; cher the 11me u thoae 

a. ~; :h!! 't~al education ■peclallet available ! 

a. ~,:e.:._ t e coordinate th-e phyaieal education pro-

b. la ti~e allotted tor planning with the clu1-
. room teacberf 

4, Are pupils r iven t he opportunity to help choose 
evaluate, and plan t heir a.ctivitiea t ' 

5. I■ opportuni ty provided for each chlld to achieve ::::nm;::~':,°l 1uece11 durinc each phy1ical edu-
ft. Do teachu1 limit dltriplinary meuurea to action 

: ~~r:ltl~~~n reatrlction f rom phy1lcal education 

7, Ia a medical excu,e required for children who :::::i!:'!~~:::~ ; erulerly in t ho daily pby1ical 

8. Are provi1ion1 made for children who are tempo
rarily or permanently re,tricted lrom partlelpatla.1 
in t he re,ular prorram of phyical educat\on I 

9, H~ -I~~ chlld'■ adapted prorram been approved by 
hie phy1iclan I 

10, Are actlvltlu con1tantly ■upervleed to avoid pout. 
ble accldenta from unnece11ar7 rou1hneu and 
other huard1I 

11. Are t~ert • aeparnte area, on the pla11round where 
varlou, rroup1 of children may pla7 in aafety, 
without interference from other 1roupe of children t 

12. In eaae of Injury, la tint aid roadlly available 
and promptly a iven by a qualified pel'IOn I 

13. Are accurate rer.ord■ kopt and data from accident 
report■ u, ed in plannlnr the pby■lcal educetion 
pro1ramt 
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FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES 
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D I I I ' 
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other tlmM when tbe need arbe1I 9 5 ,u12e "~ 
3. la tho play area tor tbe primary children Hp&· 

rated from that ot the lntermedl4te children I 

f . la play apj>aratu ■ definitely ■eparatod from other 
e1tabll1hed play areul 

5. Do the teacher■ plan tor effective .,. of av.liable 
facllltie, 1 

6. Are the play areas eo de1igned that a te~cher can 
aupervise more t han one group at a time 

7. Are all fae.ilitle■ maintained properly by \~d•
1
li· 

nated person other t han the teacher or a c I 

8. Are adequate facilities provide:, for ,tor:~:.:: 
equipment for daily uae and tor o -1euon • 

9. W·herever traffic o! other t azarda :xp~t!o~:;e:; 
to t he playrround, u the P ~yr;oun . 
a fence a t leut five f eet high 

r «e made of available community 
lO. }: ci~f:i~~ ~;9.;Jition to ecbool tacilltie1f 

. t f d , et aolde In tbe ref · 
11. Are there 1 •~f~:~~n fo r u: q:ipment and aupplleat 

ular achoo u involved in planninr the 
12. Are foculty memdbe~~ air of physical education 

urch11e, u1e, an . p 
~quipment and suppheat 

her Auoclation or any other 
13. It the Parent-Te• • ' I bl fund• to r ,ehool u■e , 

organization hlaa l avd!caati: n department aha.re in 
doe• t-he phy• rn e f 
the allocation of the fund• 

d ppllel purch11ed In ae· 
14. Are the equipm:::e:ro,;\nd anticipated need1 f 

cordance with 
d chart• plcture1, and other 

HS Are bulletin bdoar 'p' art of i he prosram f 
. vi1oal aide o•~ &I 
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CHAPTER V 

COXPARISON OF QUESTIONNAIRE AND SUGGESTED 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 

A questionnaire has been selected 
to be compared against 

what is considered an accepted program. 

The questionnaire was selected b Y matching its score against 

the average of all scores reported. Tl 
r\e accepted program is taken from 

guidelines fro~ the State Department of Education. 

Personnel, Program Organization and Procedures 

The Kentucky Statutes call for the minimum of 120 minutes per 

week of supervised physical education activities. The average answer to 

this was partial compliance, adequacy of provisions questionable. 

Physical education in the elementary school is supposed to 

consist of a planned program of organized and directed physical education 

taught by the classroom teacher and/or a specialist in physical education. 

When the program is taught by the classroom teacher, the services of a 

consultant or specialist should be available. 

The questionnaire that was returned showed that in most cases a 

specialist was in charge of the program. The classroom teacher and the 

On a limited scale in planning the program. specialist work together 

seems to be caused by lack of time to plan together, 

Thi.s 

hi loads, time for planning, ad
The minimum and maximum teac ng 

are all listed as very important to a 
apte<l programs and records, which 

are checked mostly non-compliance to 
model physi cal education program, 

· id d as basic to any physical 
These areas could be cons ere partial compl iance. 
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educa tion program and i t is necessary 
they be adhered to. 

Facilities , Equipment, and Supplies 

All prog rans of physical education rely on the availability and 

proper selection and use of equipment, supplies, and facilities. If the 

obJ'ectives are to be accomplished, there must be - adequate equipment and 

supplies. 

The Kentucky Guide list the following principles, which should be 

followed for the improvement and development of playground facilities: 

1. Playgrounds should be developed to allow for efficient super-

vision. The areas requiring the most supervision are the apparatus areas 

and multiple use paved areas. These areas should be near the main building . 

2. Playgrounds should provide maximum safety. 

3. 

a. Play areas should be free of holes, ruts, poison ivy or 

poison oak, debris, and other hazards which may lead to 

accidents. 

b. A fence is necessary to prevent trespassing and to prevent 

c. 

d. 

children from running into the street. 

ld have individual play areas, which Primary grades shou 

are set apar t from those provided for the oder boys and 

f the intermediate grades, should 
r for te~n "oames, or ..:ipaces 

building area, hut easily accessihle to it. 
be away from the 

r:ach eler.1.entary 
a ha rd-surfaced play area of 

school needs 

resilient-type bitllli1inuous. 
d be provided to permit activities 

Space shoul 

time witho ut hazard. 
for two classes at the same 
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R. Hard-surfaced play are::is l - s1onld not be used for p~rkln~. 

b . It is convenient to make permanent game lines on the 

hard-surfaced area. •jA i 
~v pant containing oil should be 

used. 

c • By providing lighting facilities, · this area could be 

used for community recreation. 

4. All purpose rooms are, at best, only economical su~stitutes 

for adequate facilities in all the areas they attempt to serve. Gymnasium 

auditorium combinations are acceptable under certain circumstances, but 

lunchroom-gymnasitnns are not recommended. Permanent bleachers are obso

lete and non-functional. The gymnasium floor should be marked so as to 

provide areas for variety of activities. 

A storage room of 175 square feet should be directly accessible 

f rom the gymnasium floor. 

The self-contained classroom can be provided for limited indoor 

physical education activity for the primary grades, but should not be 

used for instructional physical education. 

d lies involves many factors. The purchasing of equipment an supp 

Whl.. ch the local school would be concerned with are 
Some of these factors 

of the item, the expense involved, 
the quality of the material, the safety 

the quantity, and the school's ~eeds. 
of available money, the entire school 

To make the greatest use 

system should pool the purchasing needs. 
a storage system should be used 

An adequate check-out system and 

to insure the availability of the supplies. 
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The questionnai re answers show that in relation to the guides 

t hat we shoul d f ind conditions typical of the f 11 i 
o ow ng answers. 

Mo
st schools have an auditorium, cafeteria or a large vacant 

room available and a classroom that can be used on rainy days. Teachers 

plan for effective use of available facilities, play areas can be super

vised and adequate facilities for storage are available. 

All these areas have an average on the questionnaire as to 

adequate to full compliance. This gives us the picture that facilities, 

equipment, and supplies are adequate throughout the state. 

Play areas separated from other play areas, from primary children, 

facilities maintained, hazards, effectiveness of available ·COTlllllnity 

facilities, sufficient funds, faculty involved in purchasing, Parent 

Teacher Associations, equipment purchases and bulletin boards areas all 

ranked mostly from partial compliance to non-compliance. These areas need 

a great deal of improvement. 

The Program 

The questionnaire asks seven important questions about the school's 

physical education program. However, before we state the answers, the fol-

lowing was taken from the Kentucky Q.aidet 

CLASSIFICATJ.oN OF ACTIVITIES 

Games of Low Organization 
fer to activities which have few 

Games of low organization ~e le skills and techniques so 
rules and involve relatively s i rogress quickly from the learning 
children may learn them fast an This is necessary, because of the 
stage to the enjoyment stage. f the children in grades one, two, 
relatively short interest span o 
and three. 
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Children in the priMary grades will 1 
t he pleasure of th h 1 1 P ay the gar.ie largely for 

e P Y8 ca movement which it affords They do not crave competition at this a Th • 
These si 1 ge. ey merely crave participation. 

f 111 i 
1
dnp e games can be adapted to varying conditions such as 

ac t es an sizes of the group. 

Rhythm 

Rhythm has always played an important part in man's life. They 
are worthwhile activities in terms of timing, coordination, and ease 
of bodily movements as well as·adding to a child's social poise in 
groups. 

Rhythms exist in the actions of throwing a baseball, jumping 
rope, etc. Our body movements are rhythmic. A child's reaction to 
the rhythnic activities content of music is a physical expression. 

Certain rhythmic activities can be correlated with other class
room subjects and these add interest and understanding to the topic 
under discussion. In the primary grades much time should be spent 
on the basic rhythms, letting the child interpret life as he sees it. 

Self-Testing Activities 

Stunts and tumbling are one of the best groups of activities to 
provide the development of am, chest, and trunk musculature which 
is so important for good posture. Children love to hang, climb, 
fall, balance, roll, and imitate various characters a~d objects. 
With these desires and interests, the self-testing activities pro
vide an excellent learning situation and make available a superb 
Jevelopmental medium for fitness values. · 

Athletic Skills and .Games 

h· e ood recreational values, provide 
Game-type activities av g utlet for the energies of 

fitness values, and provide a necessary 0 

the children. ·i t rade and second grade do not 
Games for the kindergarten, f rls gl r' skilled children have 

f 1 ill and t1e esse 
deP.J.and a hir,h degree o s c 1' B 'nning in the third gra<le, lead-
an ample opportunity to exce • egi 'is defined as one which 

. d d A lead-up game up garaes are intro uce • art of a sport. 
introduces a skill, strategy, or p kill and games may -serve as 

Under wise guidance, athletic sl :ocially desirable traits 
laboratories where studen~s may deve o~ of the program affords r.1ore 
and characteristics. Perhapsi nolac:~~~g in youth the basic fuo<la-

t ity for ncu b h group richness or oppor un h is provided Y sue 
mental principles of democracy tan 
activities. 



~1ovement Exploration 

The word "explores" mea ns to examin i into the unknown. Ui th movem t e, to nvestigate, to delve en explorati h 3uidance uses movement as a wa of on, t e child through 
himself, and developing his ca~acit~:~res;inr, • exploring, :f.nterpreting 
is a nedium for helping childre d • hus, movement exploration 

· nun erstand what th i 
In movement programs, generally all the e r bodies can do. 
time. Since the quality of movem t children are active at one 
in •many ways. en varies, children can find success 

Ti.me, force, and space are the three elements of movement. 

Physical Fitness 

Physical fitness is a basic objective of physical education. It 
is more than fifteen minutes daily of exercise and a test. Fitness is 
an overall body condition, 

That we will automatically develop fitness because the physical 

4n 

education program contains fitness activities is a · , . n erroneous assmption, 
1he student needs to be motivated to take upon himself the 

responsibility for making and keeping himself in a state of fitness 
throughout his lifetime, 

Factors to be Considered in Selecting Activities 

Grade level - to be familiar with the age characteristics of each 
ar,e level and choose games that are interesting and on the child's level 
of ability. 

Equipment and facilities - activities must be chosen in relation 
to available space and equipment. Safety should be a factor in select
ing activi~ies, equipment, and facilities, 

Number of boys and girls - variations in the activities will depend 
on the size of the class. 

Length of the play period - a minimum of 25 to 30 minutes is recom-
mended, Total participation can be of primary importance in · the play 
period, 

Weather conditions - the activities can be modified when moved 

inside. 
Seasonal activities - correlate the activities to the time of the 

year and other school activities. 
Interests and needs of the students - one of the most important 

and basic need of the organism is activity. Games should be taugh~ 
that meet the need for vigorous activity, Opportunities for cre:~1ve 
and dramatic play should be provided for the primary chil:rend w 1 ei 
the intermediate levels should be afforded opportunities or eve op ng 

the skills used in team games. 
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on Activities and Su eated Time 
ementary chools 

Percentages are given to provide a basis for a rounded 
proportional program which is consistent with good thin\ing 
in elementary education. Percentages are not to be regarded 
as fixed, but will vary according to locai conditions and 
preferences. 
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The guide emphasizes the need for written at 

8 
nd b 

m a o jectivea, an 

outline of the program on file in the administrative offices, the 

course of study being evaluated periodically and revised when needed 

for activities to provide satisfying experiences for the children, that 

activities provide for an increased knowledge of the skills in-volved, 

and the program provide for sequential development. 

The average questionnaire selected gave the section on Program 

the highest score of any section. The ranking was full-co111>liance, 

except for movement exploration, and that received only a partial 

cotl'4)liance ranking. 

In reviewing the scores on Program, we find that most of the 

scores are average or above. In fact, the total average score for all 

was 57.2. Those that had a score below the average was due to the 

fault of the specialist and the fact that the classroom teacher was ln 

charge of the program. 

Philosophy 

One of the areas that ts very essential to any physical education 

program is Philosophy. The philosophy of parents and students should be 

reflected in the total program. 

The questionnaire asked questions on philosophy which gives us 

the teacher answering the questionnaire. 
good insight into the philosophy of 

Compliance from the average questionnaire 
'Ille areas that ranked full 

are as follows: 

1. 
of th• physical education 

Is there a written statement 

philosophy of the school? 
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2. ~re adminis trative polici 1 es re ating to the physical educ-

at ion prog rnm planned, written, and made available 
to all school per-

sonnel? 

3. Do physical education t h eac ers adapt methods of instruction 

to different teaching situations? 

4. Does the school a_ ttempt to pr id ov ea varied program 

regardless of conditions? 

5. Is the program designed to meet the needs of youth? 

6. Is there continuous evaluation of the program? 

The intramural program planning for opportunities for all to 

participate received a non-compliance check. 

The philosophy in most areas received a good reply except for 

intramurals, having written statements concerning philosophy and 

administrative policies. 

Public Relations 

The areas of public relations is a most important area. 

The total scores under public relations show that an average 

job is being done. 

The weakness being found in not allowing for parents, teacherS, 

d having the community to share 
and children to participate together, an 

its facilities. 
all public relations program 

The strength of the over 

i good atmosphere in the 
in Kentucky is through the willing cooperat on, 

of the school to share its facilities 
classroom, and the willingness 

With the connnunity. 

P
ublic relations is 32 and the average 

The possible score on 
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score is 22 . 

In most areas the public relations of the school system would be 

ranked as satisfactory. 

A model program has the same needs as were listed in the 

questionnaire. Therefore, it is felt that the questionnaire covered the 

areas of public relations and that the comparison was satisfactory. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This study was an endeavor to determine the scope of the 

elementary physical education program in Kentucky. This was determined 

by a questionnaire, which was answered by elementary physical education 

teachers throughout the state. 

It was hypothesized that elementary physical education across 

the state of Kentucky lacked unity, and data pertaining to the field. 

In completing the study, answers to the following questions 

were sought: 

1. To what extent is elementary physical education being 

offered in the state of Kentucky? 

2. Is the state requirement of a minimum of 120 minutes per 

week being met? 

3. 
What is being taught in elementary school physical educa-

tion classes? 

4. 
How do the physical education teachers rank the physical 

education program? 

questions were a pleasant surprise to 
The answers to the above 

the writer. 
ky elementary 

1 district in Kentuc ' 
In practically every schoo 

physical education is being offered. 
The actual number percentage is 

figure than this. 
'it is a greater 

the writer feels that 
seventy; however, ire indicated that 

i the questionna 
thi rds answer ng 

More than two d being adhere to. 

Of 
120 minutes per week was 

the minimum requirement 
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The question of what ls being taught 

was answered under the 
section on program. This section had one of the highest 

scores and was 
found to comply with the Kentucky Guide. A balanced 

program ls being 
offered by those answering the questionnaire. 

The school systems that replied were evaluated and found to have 

an average score of 210 out of a possible 300. The teachers evaluated 

themselves and some were probably too hard on themselves. 

The questionnaire as a whole was well received. 

nte comparison of the average questionnaire reply to the lll)del 

program suggested by the len:tucky Qiide was difficult. However, it 

was found that a program was planned and being carried out in that 

particular system. 

Future studies in this area might be improved by following up 

the questionnaire with interviews and changing the way in which the 

answers are given. Also, there is a need for the teacher of elementary 

physical education to realize the iq,ortance of the annara and to have 

a greater sample of school districts in order to make the results more 

reliable. 
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